
Supply and Demand in COVID-19 Times and beyond

The Anatomy of an Intelligent e Referral



Strata has rich history of optimizing health + care 
transitions…optimizing resources

Optimizing care across the 
health + care continuum

19 years as an 
Industry Leader in 
Patient Flow

Health, Social Care & 3rd

Sector care coordination 

Matching needs to available 
capacity downstream



Textbook ‘Economist’ Supply & Demand Curve - point of equilibrium 
Illustration purposes only – not a scenario found in Public Health delivered  ‘free at the point of care’.
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Supply & Demand Curve for Health and Social Care
Illustration purposes only – representative data only

Citizen / population need for health + care 
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Health + Care Shortages

-Undersubscribed services?

-Program voids (vacant 

services that are indeed 

needed) but create 

inefficiency 

Health + Care Surplus



Patient
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Balancing UK Supply & Demand: How do we address and resolve?

Diffuse…”the way its always been done… 

or this is quick and easy and uses what we have”



We cannot rely on ‘Fire & Forget’ referrals; sent blindly with no 
accountability, transparency or systematic plan for delivery 
Forcing transfers of care without due diligence and a plan can result in refused care and added journeys back to 
the point of discharge; iI may even result in patient mortality.

Operationally, without matching needs to 
available resources; scarce resource utilization is 
hit and miss, like “deal or no deal”.

Discharge team lead, UK NHS/LA
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**Defined by whole 
system agreement on 
suitable admission criteria
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to Resources:
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02Compile the important and unique patient 

criteria to deliver optimal care
01

And then apply  a structured 
process to allocate resource 
consistently and 
transparently to the patients 

Put the Patient at the center of the care plan; 

and understand the services offered (DOS):

04PUSH patients into 

available  services

Services PULL 

patients into 

vacancies

PUSH ensures no VOIDS;
PULL incentivizes providers toward 100% occupancy!



• Summary view of MATCHING services

• REAL TIME CAPACITY (dynamic)

• SPA care coordination command/control

• Interrogate system for hard to place ‘super stranded’

• PULL suggests providers want new patients (service agreements)

• Incentivised to pre plan and ear mark the next suitable patient

• Enables shortest transition times between vacancies; manages 

VOIDS out, removes ‘weekend placement barriers’

• Highlights areas under resources so commissioners  

can amend commissioning

PUSH patients into available  

services

Services PULL patients into 

vacancies



A Visual Menu System can present matching services to patient 
needs for select criteria, *including capacity & then mobilize

* True capacity from real-time workflow or estimated throughput for caseload driven services (Queuing Theory)
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Intelligent Referral
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CV-19 impacts that helped the cause…

During the last 3 months, progressive Strata clients set matching criteria to intelligently transition patients to 
appropriate care centers; whilst setting other care types to ‘out break’ ensuring care that could not be 
managed was not initiated – but was tracked. 

We identified three main ways that Strata Health software services can assist in meeting the challenges of the 

COVID-19 outbreak:
1. Creating acute care capacity by transitioning patients  safely out of the hospital in advance of the expected surge in demand (Single 

Point of Discharge).

2. Redirecting patients at assessment centres away from acute/critical care as possible (Single Point of Access).

3. Electronic DNACPR – do not attempt CPR patient request form.



One thing is for sure, we cannot do back to the acute hospital 
being at access point of choice for the greater population…



We need a bold new plan to balance increased needs against 
limited resources.  To balance supply and demand – as best we 
can.  

It’s time to embrace change and though it might be difficult, we 
will all be better for it.  It’s time to relook existing strategies.
_________________________________

“However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results.”

Winston Churchill 


